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 Cg programming language's tag wiki. The output of the "precision" environment variable is determined by the ".cgprofile"
option. The default precision used in this document is 2. The syntax for.Cg is as follows:.Cg ‘source[block][expression]’. .

Option Arguments The goal of this example is to implement a simple utility for printing selected file names in the foreground.
A recent version of.Cg is required for this example. The example includes the following options: List all the available

arguments. List all the available options. Display the help information. Print only the selected file names. Execute the program.
List all the arguments. The example prints each argument on a new line. If a single argument is named "args", the example prints

the list of arguments on the same line. List all the available options. The example prints each option on a new line. If a single
option is named "options", the example prints the list of options on the same line. Print only the selected file names. The

example prints the selected file names to the standard output. List all the arguments. The example prints the list of arguments on
the same line. If a single argument is named "args", the example prints the list of arguments on the same line. List all the

available options. The example prints the list of options on the same line. If a single option is named "options", the example
prints the list of options on the same line. List all the available options. The example prints the list of options on the same line. If

a single option is named "options", the example prints the list of options on 82157476af
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